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Lux for luxury
Collectors enjoy being surrounded by the objects of their desire. Yet it is difficult to put a full-size car in a display case, and
for ten cars this is simply out of the question. Consequently,
a private collector in Düsseldorf has opted for a different solution. On the second underground story of an otherwise public carpark he has ensured there is a separate area available
exclusively to him for his luxury vehicles. An area measuring
600 square meters has been completely refitted, with a new
floor, ceiling and walls. A new, highly refined lighting concept
completes the look and the lifestyle.

As a sophisticated side effect, the cars are subtly staged. This
is a result of, among other things, wall perforations that feature
color accents and spotlights. They also enable unusual perspectives on luxury goods, which remain invisible to outsiders,
hidden behind a roller shutter.
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It is now so bright in the garage that the car owner could even
read a book while sitting in his car. And that is thanks to the

LED luminaire Linargo. It generates an extremely pleasant lighting atmosphere over a length of 50 meters as a recessed
element in the ceiling and along the ramp – and additionally as
coved lighting on the edges of the suspended ceiling. Linargo
by ADO Lights proves that even a parking garage can have
something of the quality of a living room.
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LED-LINARGO
Technical Specification

Light Elements | Products
→

50 metres LED-Linargo implemented as
recessed profile in ceilings and walls;
Light colour 3,000 K, 16.6 W, 143 lm/W,
dimmable with Dali interface,
housing aluminium black anodised

→

35 metres implemented in cove lighting;
Light colour 3,000 K, 33 W, 143 lm/W,
dimmable with Dali interface,
housing aluminium anodised
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LED-LINARGO + COVE LIGHTING
Illumination of parking lots
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LED-LINARGO + VOUTE
Illumination of approach area and parking lots
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